PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
DIRECT TO CONSUMER
As a direct technology consumer, the challenge
of finding the right partner can easily become
overwhelming. Being an independent group
and having worked on practically all the
different facets of the technology
industry, we are extremely proud
about having a flexible and
customer friendly business
model.

We represent you with customer support for
your specific product.
Provide resources, standards and procedures
to make your project a reality.

Support your end users, by helping you maintain a high level of productivity.
Allocate technical resources to help you take
care of any challenge.

Our main goal is to keep you happy, we have no interest in upselling
software licenses, which allows us to truly have your satisfaction
at the very top of our priorities. Regardless of size or budget,
we are here to work with you and develop a support
program tailored 100% to your needs.

WHITE LABEL
Mayan Technologies becomes your most reliant ally. Because
of the high range of necessities a consulting firm has, our
services become a crucial tool to help your company achieve
its goals.
We provide the support you need to guarantee and expand
your company’s production capacity for your most challenging projects.
We work completely under your company’s name,
delivering highly technical and personalized
services.
Optimal for firms in expansion looking to expand
their workbench and resources without having to
commit on hiring full-time employees.
Strategic efforts using our internal procedures
and standards, or we adapt to follow yours.
Help increase your development and services
bandwidth.

Offshoring a project to companies
overseas comes with an immediate communication challenge, you simply cannot
keep full control of your project when your
development team is working with a 12+ hour time
difference and at a 14+ hour flight distance.
By bringing our development center closer to you, our
company provides all the advantages of outsourcing by keeping the convenience of having the team closer to you.
We can deploy resources onsite or offsite, serve as an extension of your current team, or simply help support your current
group with practically a non-existing cultural barrier.

CONTACT US
WWW.MAYANTECHS.COM
+1 (855) 444-0090 (TOLL FREE)
+1 (972) 885-2995 (USA)
+52 (812) 556-9138 (MEXICO)

CONTACT@MAYANTECHS.COM
USA - Dallas
CANADA - Halifax
MEXICO - Monterrey

